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Greetings to all our People and Satanic Comrades. 

 

We would have posted a schedule, but some things need to be cleared. The problem right 

now is largely attacks on Free Speech. We need to do something about this. We must be 

intolerant when it comes to free speech. Remember than in many places in the world this 

doesn't exist at all. In other words, people are wearing an invisible chain around their 

necks and cannot express themselves. 

 

Free speech is not having forum moderation, and the disability to start criminal behavior, 

advocate illegal things etc. All places where people have specific goals in mind have that 

and this is in the adobe of the law. In the same way you do not go into the house of 

someone and tell them your shit by force, the same thing happens in any space with 

organized people. 

 

Free speech is a way larger thing, than your personal shitfest in Youtube comments. Even 

if it includes Youtube Shitfest comments as well. Which Jewtube is trying to ban because 

it offends...A little clique running all of it. 

 

Free speech banning is when you ban people from expressing opinions to the public 

sphere in some way. And let's be honest most people never have had this ability until 

recently. But now they do, with the internet. And the internet is wonderful. And is of 

Satan. The beautiful WWW [666] has changed the world forever. 

 

Supposedly, "liberals" or "progressives" have won the war against Hitler after WW2. 

And their yadda yadda, was "Free Speech". Free speech insofar you don't question or 

even worse of all, offend the jews that is. Now we evidently see, it was never them that 

won. It was the jews and the radical bolsheviks of the left. These people are left to do 

whatever useless thing they do. And alright, expression and speaking is one thing, but all 

the other things they do prove that Bolshevism is still a great danger.  

 

Hitler did something necessary. Removed jews from the press. Which the why of, you 

can see right now in the world. The jews did the same thing with the press, instigated 

civil war and many other things. Just look what the Media are doing right now, and ask 

yourself, do they need to be stopped?  

 

Hitler also only imprisoned political opponents who plotted killing and assassination, as 

any other secret police would have done. Any president would do the same, and 

reasonably, as these people didn't stay on plotting, but attempted this over 130 times.  

 

Hitler however says in the Table Talks and in many other times, that because he left his 

opponents escape and live peacefully (He mentions the particular case of a Communist 

intellectual) he did this because he was against persecution where no real danger was 
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involved. This proved real costly to him in the years to come.  

 

That's all he did. And gave the press back to the people to serve itself. Who would write 

whatever they saw fit, but with the best interest of the nation in mind, not just idly raising 

capital and attacking people ad nauseum as they do now. Not the private properties and 

ownership and shekels of the jews. This is the media today, it's a corporation. They have 

to create chaos in order to profit. 

 

The media has a job, and when you have to do a job, you have to do it. The jews just 

serve Zion through their media, attack people and have formed a mafia that brings people 

in the guillotine for social judgement. This is not what the media is supposed to be doing 

in a free society. They have to inform the people ACCURATELY and leave it at that, for 

the people to judge. 

 

And I mean, okay. Do you think the above goes too far? They literally try to censor the 

INTERNET. If there is something that belongs and should belong to EVERY PERSON 

ON EARTH, that is the INTERNET. The internet is like an externalized interface of the 

mind. People go there and do their mind, whatever that is. And they try to ban this. 

 

Anyway, and to make a reminder. Where the programs of the enemy take over, such as in 

Islamic countries, or the cutthroat Christians, you can see where this ends. It's been 18 

centuries until people could voice an opinion in Europe. The jews always wanted to 

regress humanity back to this level. Satanic Civilizers like Voltaire and many others were 

free speech radicals who made the world a better place. 

 

They are also, the groups mentioned above, behind all censorship. It's just the emotions 

of jews being offended, and they rally their companies, forces and so forth, to shut people 

down. This is not even a mad dictatorship, as even mad dictators can neglect these things, 

but the powers that be right now are mentally ill in the head, and they shut down random 

webpages.  

 

And no I do not mean DailyStormer, as he is a pure disinfo Duginism agent, and I 

disagree with his style, even if arguably, it would be good for our agenda since they 

completely misrepresent the "NS" and everything racialist people stand for, by 

degenerating this to White Sharia because the fanbase of this site can't have proper sexual 

relations. This whole thing harms us. 

 

Killing Freedom of Speech however will kill all that humanity has ever labored to create. 

This must never happen. People have to be vigilant and defend whatever freedoms they 

have, or these will be lost. 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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